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The safety band of Antarctic ice shelves
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Matthias Braun3 and Olivier Gagliardini1,2,4

The floating ice shelves along the seaboard of the Antarctic ice
sheet restrain theoutflowofupstreamgrounded ice1,2. Removal
of these ice shelves, as shown by past ice-shelf recession and
break-up, accelerates the outflow3,4, which adds to sea-level
rise. A key question in predicting future outflow is to quantify
the extent of calving that might precondition other dynamic
consequences and lead to loss of ice-shelf restraint. Here we
delineate frontal areas that we label as ‘passive shelf ice’ and
that can be removed without major dynamic implications, with
contrasting results across the continent. The ice shelves in the
Amundsen and Bellingshausen seas have limited or almost no
‘passive’ portion, which implies that further retreat of current
ice-shelf fronts will yield important dynamic consequences.
This region is particularly vulnerable as ice shelves have been
thinning at high rates for two decades5 and as upstream
grounded ice rests on abackward sloping bed, a precondition to
marine ice-sheet instability6,7. In contrast to these ice shelves,
Larsen C Ice Shelf, in theWeddell Sea, exhibits a large ‘passive’
frontal area, suggesting that the imminent calving of a vast
tabular iceberg8 will be unlikely to instantly produce much
dynamic change.

The future fate of the Antarctic ice sheet under a warming
climate is dynamically tied to geometric changes of the floating
ice shelves. The reason is that ice shelves transmit buttressing to
upstream regions1,2. Sources for buttressing are shearing at lateral
confinements and positionswhere the ice shelf locally runs aground,
such as at ice rises and ice rumples. As Antarctic ice shelves
are known to be thinning9 at increasing rates5, their buttressing
potential is expected to reduce. Under continuous atmospheric
warming over the Antarctic Peninsula10, vast ice-shelf areas have
already been lost. Before break-up, ice shelves accommodated a
certain gradual recession of the ice front11–14. During this recession,
a transition of the calving front was observed from being convex to
becoming concave, reaching either further or less out into the ocean
between any anchor points. After break-up, the extant glacier fronts
were no longer buttressed and tributary glaciers accelerated15,16

with, in places, an eightfold velocity increase3. This had direct
consequences for ice flowing over the boundary between grounded
and floating ice—that is, the ice discharge over the grounding line.
More than one decade after the major break-up events on the
Antarctic Peninsula, glaciers still adjust to these past perturbations4.

To this day, it remains largely unquantified which parts of the
floating area aremore or less important for the overall dynamic state
of an ice shelf. For this purpose, we quantify the buttressing effect
and delineate the ice-shelf area which has little or no dynamical
influence. This area is referred to as passive shelf ice (PSI). Our
quantification of buttressing relies on the stress regime within the
ice17, which is inferred from a state-of-the-art data assimilation

into an ice-flow model18–20 (Supplementary Section 1). From the
stress field, buttressing is calculated as a normal force exerted by
the ice shelf on upstream ice in a given horizontal direction17

(Supplementary Section 2.1). This force is compared to the vertically
integrated hydrostatic pressure, a normal force, that the ocean
water would exert if the ice shelf was removed up to this position.
The ratio of these two forces determines the buttressing potential
of the ice shelf. If both are equal, shelf ice is unbuttressed, as
it neither provides nor transmits any extra restraint other than
the ocean pressure. The required direction choice is made so that
buttressing becomes maximal (Fig. 1). The reason for this choice
is that low values in maximum buttressing point out regions that
are not well buttressed in any direction and it is there that we
suspect to encounter PSI. As we consider ice flow to be vertically
homogeneous21, maximum buttressing is attained in the direction
alignedwith the second principal stress. On account of this direction
choice, the ‘compressive arch’ criterion22 might seem similar. Yet this
arch is inferred from strain rates and it was introduced as an ice-
shelf stability criterion. Here, the stability issue is not addressed and
the buttressing primarily serves to identify PSI. Larsen C Ice Shelf
shows a typical pattern of maximum buttressing, spanning the full
range from being highly buttressed to unbuttressed (Fig. 2). Values
generally decrease towards the ice front unless other geometric
confinements are encountered, such as Bawden and Gipps ice
rises. Near these two ice rises, buttressing is elevated as ice locally
runs aground. Isolated patches of low buttressing are found at
the lee side of promontories or where ice flow leaves a zone of
lateral confinement.

From maximum buttressing, we infer a PSI-threshold that will
serve to delineate the PSI area. For this, we performed generic
calving experiments, along isolines in maximum buttressing, and
looked at the instantaneous velocity response of individual ice-shelf
regions (Supplementary Section 2.2). As long as there is no speed-
up, we consider the removed ice as dynamically passive. When
the flux over the ice front shows a step increase under successive
calving, the PSI-threshold is passed. In this way, the delineation
of PSI area is a diagnostic exclusively based on and representative
of the present-day geometry and the present-day dynamic state
of the ice shelves. As ice-shelf geometries evolve, their buttressing
potential will alter in the long run. However, thinning within the
PSI area is found to leave the upstream buttressing regime and with
it the delineation of PSI area unaffected. For Larsen C, the PSI-
threshold lies at 0.3, implying that 10.3% (or∼6,000 km2) of the total
area contains PSI. Once calving exceeds the PSI area, the ice shelf
accelerates, but this does not necessarily imply an instant increase in
tributary-glacier discharge. Such an increase is confirmedwhen 55%
(or ∼30,000 km2) of the ice-shelf area is lost. A propagating rift on
Larsen C overcame a stabilizing zone of soft ice in 2014, which gave
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Figure 1 | Maximum buttressing of Antarctic ice shelves. The field serves to infer the extent of the PSI area (red contours). For the labelled ice-shelf
regions, we computed PSI-area percentages (pie charts and blue numbers). Regional percentage values (bold blue numbers) are given for six sectors
(separated by black bars) and for the whole of Antarctica. Maximum buttressing is less informative further upstream, where values exceed 1. There, spatial
di�erences, in how much grounded ice outflow is restrained, are deducible from buttressing quantified in flow direction (Supplementary Section 2.1). Red
contours are smoothed (4-km moving average). Black contours delineate floating areas. Background map data from ref. 31; 2008-2009 MODIS Mosaic.

rise to concerns on the dynamic integrity of the ice shelf8. If further
propagation of the ice rift triggered a calving event, it will mostly
remove passive shelf ice. From the buttressing regime, we anticipate
no significant ice-shelf speed-up, let alone an abrupt increase in
ice discharge. However, the ice front will take on a concave shape,
a state that all former northern parts of Larsen Ice Shelf adopted
before their respective break-up11–14. Even if LarsenC detached from
Bawden Ice Rise, an instant ice discharge increase is not confirmed,
although a large portion of the ice shelf accelerates (Supplementary
Section 3.1).

A first proof of principle in the observational record comes
from Mertz Glacier. In 2010, more than half of its floating ice
tongue (∼55%) calved off as a vast tabular iceberg without causing a
significant acceleration of the extant glacier trunk23. Our buttressing
analysis provides an explanation, as the lost portion primarily
contained PSI, which constituted 52.5% of the glacier tongue before
calving (Fig. 1). A second indication for the applicability of the
PSI concept is provided by the major calving event in 2008 on
Wilkins Ice Shelf24 that partially removed a buttressed ice bridge.
Before calving, ∼3% of the area contained PSI. Calving cut into
highly buttressed ice and should have caused an acceleration.

Satellite observations confirm that the ice-shelf front sped up, but
the acceleration did not extend far beyond prominent ice rises
(Supplementary Section 3.2).

For the whole of Antarctica, we find a 13.4% PSI-area fraction
(Fig. 1), which we consider a safety band under future ice-front
retreat. The fraction of the PSI area also gives an indication of
the ice-front shape. On the one hand, five out of the seven ice
shelves with a PSI-area fraction below 5% have concave or rather
straight ice fronts. On the other hand, well-expressed convex ice
fronts prevail for PSI-area fractions exceeding ∼10%. Outstanding
in terms of a large relative PSI-area extent are the ice tongues of
Mertz and Drygalski glaciers, with 52.5% and 49.5%, respectively.
These ice tongues are largely unconfined outside the narrow
glacier embayment and kept in place by prolific inflow from
upstream. Apart from such unconstrained ice tongues, ice shelves
can also show a relatively large PSI area. Prominent examples are
Brunt/Stancomb-Wills and Shackleton ice shelves, with 35.5 and
28.8% of their respective total areas being removable without major
consequences for the upstream ice flow. The smallest PSI-area
fractions are found for Cosgrove (2.7%) and Dotson (1.5%) ice
shelves, both located in the Amundsen Sea sector.
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Figure 2 | Maximum buttressing on Larsen C Ice Shelf. Low values are
found in areas that are generally not well buttressed, and this is where we
suspect PSI would be found. For Larsen C, the 0.3 isoline in maximum
buttressing is found to delineate the PSI area (red contours). The calving
event that is presumably triggered by a rift that continuously opened and
propagated in 2014 (ref. 8; black–white dashed line), will mostly remove
PSI. Grey shading gives observed surface-velocity magnitudes for grounded
ice, with the 100-m yr−1 isoline being highlighted (black dashed lines). Red
contours are smoothed as in Fig. 1.

On a regional level, there are clear differences in terms of the
PSI extent. Ice shelves in the Indian Ocean sector (Fig. 1) show
on average a ∼20% PSI-area fraction. Along the coast of Queen
Maud Land, ice shelves also exhibit this 20% PSI-area fraction,
yet their values are very homogeneous. There, this ‘healthy’ PSI
portion coincides with conspicuously low subsurface melt rates,
well below 1myr−1 for individual ice shelves25,26. Conversely, we
find substantial melt rates in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen sea
sectors, where regional PSI-area fractions are 7 and 5%, respectively,
both well below the Antarctic average. Although this might suggest
a link between melt rates and PSI-area fraction, the relation
breaks down for other regions, and certainly for individual ice
shelves. Considering uncertainties on parameters and observations,
a sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Section 2.3) indicates that the
inferred regional differences are very robust.

Ice shelves with little PSI demand detailed monitoring of
thickness changes and fracture formation, as further calving is likely
to cut into the dynamically relevant areas. These susceptible ice
shelves are primarily found in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen
sea sectors, wherewe identify not only six out of the seven ice shelves
with a PSI-area fraction smaller than 5%, but also the four smallest
PSI-area fractions (Fig. 1). Any further recession of ice fronts there
is likely to entail a non-negligible acceleration of the floating parts.
In this regard, it is alarming that ice shelves in the Amundsen
and Bellingshausen seas not only experienced the highest rates of
subsurface melting25–27, but also that thinning accelerated during
the past two decades5. Thinning was most pronounced for Dotson,
Crosson, Thwaites, Pine Island and Venable, where ice-shelf-wide
loss rates exceed 2myr−1 (ref. 5). For the ice shelf of Pine Island
Glacier, calving beyond the PSI area is found to have an immediate
effect on the ice discharge (Supplementary Table 1). Increased
ice discharge will probably drive the grounding line inland.
Further concerns are raised by the fact that outlet glaciers in the
Amundsen Sea Embayment primarily rest on retrograde bed slopes,

a geometric prerequisite for the marine ice-sheet instability6,7. This
dynamic instability implies a self-sustained grounding-line retreat
and outflow acceleration.

From our buttressing analysis, we identified PSI in 13.4% of the
floating areas around the whole of Antarctica (Fig. 1). The inferred
buttressing regime is an inherent property of the viscous ice-shelf
flow and exclusively based on the present dynamic and geometric
state. Free of information and assumptions on the mechanisms
that drive ice-shelf weakening and retreat, buttressing can serve
to impartially assess dynamic implications in response not only
to frontal calving but also to more gradual perturbations from
surface and subsurface melting25–28. In the PSI area, our analysis
suggests no important dynamic consequences from such gradual
ice loss. Outside the PSI area, melting will affect the buttressing
potential. Consequences for upstream tributary glaciers are then
best estimated from buttressing in flow direction (Supplementary
Section 2.1). As long as ice shelves do not unground from a
contact with the seabed, ice flow is expected to adjust gradually in
accordance with the melting signal. Furthermore, it is known that
melting occurs along the grounding line deep in the sub-ice-shelf
cavity27. If subsurface melting there is not in balance with ice flow,
as for instance in the Amundsen Sea Embayment, or if melting there
intensifies in the future as a response to changing ocean currents
under climatic warming29, buttressing will be considerably reduced
where it matters most for ice dynamics30. Analysing the buttressing
of entire ice shelves can then serve to pin down regions where
dynamic consequences from melting may primarily manifest.

Data availability. Buttressing fields and other variables derived
from the underlying data assimilation are stored at the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). The dataset is entitled
‘SUMER Antarctic ice-shelf buttressing’ (http://dx.doi.org/10.5067/
FWHORAYVZCE7).
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